**Intent**
We set out to design the best off-road handlebar we could to complement our mountain adventure bike, the Fargo. The Moto Ace Woodchipper rides well on any surface and provides a multitude of comfortable hand positions.

**Design Features**
The Moto Ace Woodchipper accommodates road brake levers, road shift and brake combos or bar-end shifters. A cable groove on the front keeps housing out of the way of your hands.

**Drop & Reach**
While the majority of handlebars are bent along two planes, the top and drop, the Moto Ace Woodchipper is bent a third time, along the transition plane (between the top and drop). This gives us extra-wide drops, but still allows for comfortable mounting of road shift and brake levers. The result is an ergonomic, comfortable and stable handlebar with more possible hand positions than comparable off-road drop bars. We also graduated our extra-long drops for easy sizing and cutting.

**Materials**
AL-6061 aluminum

**Finish**
Bead-blasted black

**Sizing**
- Clamp 25.4mm
- Drop 110mm
- Drop Angle 38°
- Reach 80mm
- Flare Angle 26°
- Width 42 or 46cm

**Torque**
Follow the stem manufacturer’s specifications with regard to torque. If none are given, tighten 4–5 Nm.